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Abstract 
 

In this paper we propose a new criterion for choosing between a pair of classification systems of 
science that  assign publications  (or  journals)  to  a  set  of  clusters.  Consider  the  standard  target  (cited-
side)  normalization  procedure  in  which  cluster  mean  citations  are  used  as  normalization  factors.  We 
recommend system A over system B whenever the standard normalization procedure based on system 
A  performs  better  than  the  standard  normalization  procedure  based  on  system  B. Performance is 
assessed in terms of two double tests –one graphical, and one numerical– that use both classification 
systems for evaluation purposes. In addition, a pair of classification systems is compared using a third, 
independent  classification  system  for  evaluation  purposes. We  illustrate  this  strategy  by  comparing a 
Web of Science journal-level classification system, consisting of 236 journal subject categories, with two 
publication-level algorithmically  constructed  classification  systems  consisting  of 1,363  and  5,119 
clusters. There are two main findings. Firstly, the second publication-level system is found to dominate 
the first. Secondly, the publication-level system at the highest granularity level and the Web of Science 
journal-level system are found to be non-comparable. Nevertheless, we find reasons to recommend the 
publication-level option. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

For  many  theoretical  and  practical  purposes  in  the  evaluation  of  research  activities  in  current 

society,  we  need  a classification  system of  science,  that  is,  an  assignment  of  individual  publications  (or 

journals) to a set of clusters or sub-fields.1  In this paper, we contribute to the search for an appropriate 

classification system begun in Ruiz-Castillo & Waltman (2015). The main idea is the following. 

Given  a classification  system, it  is  well  known  that differences  in  production  and  citation 

practices  preclude  the  direct  comparison  of  the  raw  citations  received  by  any  pair  of  publications 

belonging to different clusters. In this situation, one way to evaluate the performance of research units 

working in different clusters begins with the normalization of the original citation counts. Consider the 

standard target (or  cited-side) normalization  procedure in  which  normalized  citation  scores  in  every 

cluster are equal to the original raw citations divided by the cluster mean citation. If one could establish 

that  the standard normalization  procedure  based  in  system  A  performs  better  than  the standard 

normalization  procedure  based  in  system  B,  then  we would recommend  the  use  of  system  A  over 

system B. In this paper, we use the graphical and numerical methods introduced in Li & Ruiz-Castillo 

(2013)  for that  purpose.  Following  up Sirtes  (2012)  and  Waltman  &  Van  Eck  (2013),  these  methods 

include the possibility of using a third, independent classification system for evaluation purposes.  

We  illustrate  this  strategy  by  comparing a  Web  of  Science  (WoS  hereafter)  journal-level 

classification system, consisting of 236 journal subject categories (or simply categories hereafter), with 

two alternatives arising from the publication-level algorithmic methodology introduced in Waltman & 

Van  Eck  (2012)  that  classifies  individual  publications  into  clusters  solely  based  on  direct  citations 

between them.  

In practice, the choice of the WoS classification system is often made because, together with the 

Scopus system, it is readily available. However, a number of studies question the appropriateness of this 

                                                
1 The historical background section of Klavans and Boyack (2015) contains an illuminating guide to the literature on the 
construction of “research fronts” and publication-level or journal-level “taxonomies” (or classification systems).  
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system  for  normalization  purposes.2 Among  the  publication-level  alternatives, Klavans  and  Boyack 

(2015)  conclude  that  classification  systems  based  on  direct  citation  using  the  Waltman  &  Van  Eck 

(2012) methodology are more accurate than classification systems based on bibliographic coupling or 

co-citation. Ruiz-Castillo  &  Waltman  (2015)  apply  the publication-level  algorithmic  methodology 

introduced by Waltman & Van Eck (2012) to a WoS dataset consisting of 9.4 million publications from 

the 2003-2012 period. They construct a sequence of twelve independent classification systems, in each 

of which the same set of publications is assigned to an increasing number of clusters. In this paper, we 

use the versions obtained at granularity levels 6 and 8 (the G6 and G8 classification systems hereafter) 

consisting  of  1,363  and  5,119  clusters,  respectively.  Therefore, we  have  three  standard  normalization 

procedures based on  three  classification  systems, and  two  interesting  comparisons  to  make:  the  G6 

versus the G8 system, and the winner in this contest versus the WoS system. 

We  focus on  the 3.6  million articles  published in the 2005-2008 period, and  the  citations  they 

receive  during  a  five-year  citation  window  for  each  year  in  that  period. However,  two  complications 

should be noted. Firstly, approximately 45% of the articles in the WoS system are assigned to two or 

more categories up to a maximum of six. To deal with this problem, we adopt a multiplicative strategy 

in  which  articles classified  into  several categories are  wholly  counted  in  all  of  them.  In  this  way,  the 

space of articles is expanded as much as necessary beyond the initial size. Secondly, since the methods 

for  the  evaluation  of  normalization  procedures  in Li  &  Ruiz-Castillo (2013) require  the  partition  of 

cluster  (and  category)  citation  distributions  into,  say,  100  quantiles,  we  eliminate  clusters  (and 

categories) with less than 250 articles. 

The remaining of this paper consists of four Sections and two Appendices. Section II presents 

the  data, and  some  descriptive  statistics.  Section  III  serves two  purposes:  the  description  of the 

                                                
2 See inter  alia Neuhaus  &  Daniel  (2009)  for  Chemistry  and  related  fields,  Van  Leeuwen  &  Calero  Medina  (2012)  for 
Economics & Business, Van Eck et al. (2013) for Clinical and Basic Medical Research, and Leydesdorff & Bornman (2015) 
for Library and Information Science, and Science & Technology Studies.  
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graphical  and  numerical  methods  for  the  comparison  of  the  performance  of  two normalization 

procedures based on two different classification systems, and the application of these methods to the 

comparison between the G6- and G8-normalization procedures. Since the G8 system performs better 

than  the  G6  system,  Section  IV  compares  the performance  of  the  WoS- and  the  G8-normalization 

procedures. Finally, Section V discusses the results and offers some concluding comments. Appendix I 

discuss a  method  to  evaluate  the  differences  between  a  pair  of  classification  systems  in  different 

circumstances,  whereas  Appendix  II  includes  a  numerical  example  illustrating  the  various  citation 

distributions used in the paper.  

II. DATA, AND DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS 

II.1. Data  

Our  dataset  results  from  the  application  of  a  publication-level  algorithmic  methodology  to 

9,446,622 distinct articles  published  in  2003-2012. Publications  in  local  journals,  as  well  as  popular 

magazines and trade journals, have been excluded (for the details, see Ruiz-Castillo & Waltman, 2015). 

We work with journals in the sciences, the social sciences, and the arts and humanities, although many 

arts and humanities journals are excluded because they are of a local nature.  

In this paper, we focus on the set of 3,614,447 distinct articles published in the period 2005-2008, 

and the 31,290,249 citations received by these articles during a five-year citation window for each year 

in that period. To deal with the problem of multiple assignment of articles to WoS categories, we adopt 

a multiplicative strategy in which articles classified into several sub-fields are wholly counted in all of 

them. In this way, the space of articles is expanded as much as necessary beyond the initial size. As a 

matter of fact, the total number of articles in what we call the extended count for the 236 WoS categories 

is 5,944,533, or 64.5% larger than the original dataset. The number of citations in the extended count is 

50,307,834, or 60.8% more than in the original dataset. Table 1 presents the percentage distribution of 

articles in the WoS system by the number of categories to which they are assigned. The percentage of 
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distinct articles assigned to two or more categories is very high: 45.2% of the total, an amount of the 

same order of magnitude found in other comparable datasets (for example, in the WoS dataset of 3.7 

million  articles  published  in  the  1998-2002  period that  was used in  Albarrán  et  al., 2011a,  this 

percentage is 42%). 

Table 1 around here 

The G6 system and, above all, the G8 system, are plagued with small clusters with typically low 

mean citation rates. After the elimination of clusters with less than 250 articles, in the G8 system we are 

left with  3,441,666 articles that  are classified  into  3,332 clusters,  and  receive  30,539,122 million 

citations. Therefore, although we eliminate 34.9% of all clusters, we are left with 95.2% of all articles 

and 97.6% of all citations in the original dataset.  

In  the  G6  system we  are  left  with 3,602,135 articles  that  are  classified  into 900  clusters,  and 

receive 31,258,329 million citations. Therefore, although we eliminate 34.0% of all clusters, we are left 

with 99.7% of the total number of distinct articles and 99.9% of the total number of citations in the 

original dataset. For comparison purposes, we also eliminate the five WoS categories with less than 250 

articles. In this case we are left with more than 99.9% of all articles and citations relative to the initial 

extended count.  

II.1. Notation 

Let ccjj be the ordered citation distribution of cluster j in system G8, where j = 1,…, 3332. The 

union CC = ∪j {ccjj} is the overall citation distribution for the set of distinct articles in the G8 system. 

Similarly, let ddgg be the ordered citation distribution of cluster g in system G6, where g = 1,…, 900, and 

let DD = ∪g {ddgg} be the overall citation distribution in this case. Finally, let eekk be the ordered extended 

citation distribution of category k, where k = 1,…, 231. The union EE = ∪k {eekk} is the overall citation 

distribution for the extended set of articles in the WoS system. As already indicated, |CC| = 3.4, |DD| = 

3.6, and |EE| = 5.9 million articles. 
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III. THE COMPARISON BETWEEN THE G6 AND G8 CLASSIFICATION SYSTEMS 

III.1. Preliminaries 

Although  it  is  difficult  to  single  out  an  optimal  granularity  level  within  the  sequence  of  twelve 

classification  systems  studied  in Ruiz-Castillo  &  Waltman  (2015),  these  authors make  the  following 

considerations.  

(i) An important difference between the WoS system and the twelve publication-level systems is 

the presence in the latter of a large number of small clusters with less than 100 articles in a publication 

period of four years from 2005 to 2008. The percentage of articles in small clusters varies dramatically 

across  granularity  levels.  Since  in  levels  9  to  12  this  percentage  increases  from  3.2%  to  61.3%  of  the 

total, a granularity level below level 9 is recommended.  

(ii)  When  we  restrict  the  analysis  to  significant  clusters  with  at  least  100  publications, the  high 

skewness and the similarity across cluster citation distributions found in the literature are well captured 

at all granularity levels.  

(iii) If we choose a granularity level dominated by a relatively small number of broad fields, the 

danger is that some of them are too heterogeneous, in which case comparisons between publications 

within the same field may be biased. Under the assumption that as the granularity level and the number 

of clusters increase the degree of within-cluster homogeneity also increases, Ruiz-Castillo & Waltman 

(2015)  use  an  additively  decomposable  citation  inequality  index  to  approximate  the  degree  of 

homogeneity at every granularity level. To achieve at least a comparable degree of homogeneity as the 

WoS system itself, one should use a granularity level equal to or greater than level 6.  

These  arguments led Ruiz-Castillo  &  Waltman  (2015) to recommend  the  use  of  classification 

systems with a few thousand significant clusters with at least 100 publications, such as granularity levels 

7  and  8  with  2,272  and  4,161  significant  clusters. However,  the  last point deserves  the  following 

comment.  The  greater  the  within-cluster  homogeneity  is,  the  greater  will  be  the heterogeneity  across 
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clusters,  that  is,  the  between-cluster  differences  in  production  and citation practices.  This  opens  the 

way to the possibility of choosing between granularity levels using a new criterion. Given a granularity 

level, consider an adequate target (cited-side) normalization procedure for facilitating the comparability 

between citation  counts  in  clusters  characterized  by  different production  and  citation  practices. The 

new  criterion  consists  of  choosing between granularity  levels  by  comparing  the  performance  of  their 

normalization procedures.      

As  far  as  target  normalization  procedures  is  concerned,  Li et  al. (2013) establish  that  the  best 

alternative is the two-parameter system developed in Radicci & Castellano (2012). However, different 

results indicate that the standard, one-parameter normalization procedure in which normalized citation 

scores in every field are equal to the original raw citations divided by the field mean citation, exhibits a 

good performance (Radicchi et al., 2008, Crespo et al., 2013, 2014, Li et al., 2013, Ruiz-Castillo, 2014, 

and  Perianes-Rodriguez  &  Ruiz-Castillo,  2015).  Given  its  simplicity  and  good  performance,  in  this 

paper we adopt this procedure for all classification systems.  

On the other hand, the comparison of normalization procedures based on a single classification 

system in Li et al. (2013) and Perianes-Rodriguez & Ruiz-Castillo (2015) uses the measuring framework 

introduced in Crespo et al. (2013). In turn, the comparison of standard normalization procedures based 

in different  classification  systems  needed  in  this  paper  will  be  made  using  the  extension  of  this 

framework developed in Li & Ruiz-Castillo (2013). 

Finally, in order to magnify the differences between acceptable granularity levels, in this paper we 

choose to analyze the G6 and G8 classification systems. 

III.2. Notation 

Let c*c*jj be the normalized citation distribution of cluster j in system G8, where the raw number of 

citations received by each article is divided by the mean citation in distribution ccjj, say µj. The union C*C* 

= ∪j {c*c*jj} is the overall G8-normalized citation distribution. In the G8 system, |CC| = |C*C*| = 3.4 million 
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articles. Similarly, let d*d*gg be the normalized citation distribution of cluster g in system G6, where the 

raw number of citations received by each article is divided by the mean citation in distribution ddgg, say 

Mg. Finally, let the union D*D* = ∪g {d*d*gg} be the overall G6-normalized citation distribution. In the G6 

system, |DD| = |D*D*| = 3.6 million articles. 

III.3. The graphical approach 
 
In  this  sub-section,  we evaluate the performance  of the  two normalization  procedures using a 

method that  applies  the  additive  decomposability  property  of  a  certain  member  of  the  Generalized 

Entropy  family  of  citation  inequality  indices –denoted  by I– to  the  double  partition  of  the  data  into 

clusters and quantiles (see Crespo et al., 2013, for details). Consider, for example, the case of the G8 

system. Partition each citation distribution ccjj into Π quantiles of equal size, cc
ππ
jj, indexed by π = 1,…, Π. 

In practice, we take the percentiles, so that Π = 100. Assume for a moment that, in any cluster j we 

disregard the citation inequality within every percentile π by assigning to every article in that percentile 

the mean citation of the percentile itself, µj
π
. The interpretation of the fact that, for example, µj

π
 = 2 

µl
π
 is that, on average, the citation impact of cluster j is twice as large as the citation impact of cluster l 

in spite of the fact that both quantities represent a common underlying phenomenon, namely, the same 

degree of  citation  impact in  both clusters.  In  other  words,  for  any π, the  distance  between µj
π
 and µl

π
 is 

entirely attributable to the differences in the production and citation practices that prevail in the two 

clusters  for  publications  having  the  same  degree  of  excellence. Thus,  the  citation  inequality  between 

clusters at each percentile, denoted by I(π), is entirely attributable to the differences in citation practices 

between the 3,332 clusters holding  constant  the  degree  of  excellence in  all  clusters at percentile π. 

Consequently,  to  assess  the  impact  of  the G8-normalization procedure using  the  G8 system  for 
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evaluation  purposes,  we  simply  observe  how  expressions I(π)  vary  when  we  compute  them  for  the 

normalized  citation  distributions c*c*jj, j =  1,…,  3332. The  two  alternatives,  before  and  after 

normalization, correspond to the blue and the green lines in Figure 1 (Since the terms I(π) are very high 

for percentiles in the lower tail of citation distributions, for clarity Figure 1 only includes percentiles π 

in the interval [46, 100]). Note that the impact of the G8-normalization procedure is very important: 

the green line is considerably below the blue line at all percentiles. 

Figure 1 around here 

For  the  comparison  of  the G8- and  G6-normalization  procedures, we  extend  the  methods 

introduced  in  Li  &  Ruiz-Castillo  (2013) to  take  into  account  that the  citation  distributions CC and D D 

have a different number of articles. We begin by assessing the performance of the G6-normalization 

procedure  when  the  G8 system  is used  for  evaluation  purposes.  To  do  this, consider  the  articles 

belonging  to  both  systems,  that  is,  consider  the set CC ∩ DD. For  every  distinct  article i in  this  set 

receiving cju  citations in the cluster citation distribution ccjj in system G8, there must be one article u in 

some cluster g in the G6 system with the same number of citations, i. e. cji = dgu. The normalized score 

of this article in the G8 system becomes c**ji = cji/Mg, where Mg is the mean citation in cluster g. In this 

way,  we  construct  an  overall  G6-normalized  citation  distribution  under  the  G8  system C**C** = ∪j 

{c**c**jj}. Since cji/Mg = dgu/Mg = d*gu, so that c**ji = d*gu, every article in C** C** is contained in the citation 

distribution D*D*. However, since there are some articles in the G6 system that belong to a small cluster 

with less than 250 articles in the original G8 system, we have that C** C** ⊂⊂ D* D*, so that  |C**C**| < |D*D*| = 

3.6  million  articles. It  is  convenient  to  construct  a  numerical  example  to  illustrate  this  procedure. 

However, to facilitate the reading of the text the example is included in Appendix I. Sections 1, 2 in 

Appendix I describe simplified versions of the G8 and the G6 classification systems, while Section 3 

illustrates the construction of the C** C** citation distribution. 
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The orange line in Figure 1 represents the expressions I(π) for the G6-normalization procedure 

when the G8 system is used for evaluation purposes, that is, for the organization of the data in terms of 

C**C** = ∪j {c**c**jj}. The fact that the orange line is above the green line indicates that the effect of the 

G6-normalization procedure in reducing I(π) at every π is not as strong as the effect of the G8-based 

normalization  procedure. We  say  that  the latter  uniformly  dominates  the  former  using the G8 

classification system for evaluation purposes. 

It  has  been  argued  that the  assessment  of  two  normalization  procedures  would  be  generally 

biased in favor of the normalization procedure based on the classification system used for evaluation 

purposes  (Sirtes,  2012,  and  Waltman  &  Van  Eck,  2013).  According  to  Li  &  Ruiz-Castillo  (2013),  a 

solution consists of adding a second test to the above procedure where the G6 system is now used for 

evaluation purposes. The partition of each citation distribution ddgg into percentiles dd
ππ
gg for all π and g, 

gives  rise  to  a  set  of I(π) expressions  before  normalization.  To  assess  the  impact  of  the G6-based 

normalization procedure we simply observe how expressions I(π) vary when we compute them for the 

normalized  citation  distributions d*d*gg, g =  1,…,  900. The  two  alternatives,  before  and  after 

normalization, correspond to the blue and the orange lines in Figure 2 (as before, for clarity Figure 2 

only  includes percentiles π in  the  interval [46,  100]). Again,  the  impact  of the  G6-normalization 

procedure is very important: the orange line is always clearly below the blue line for all π.  

Figure 2 around here 

To  assess the  performance  of  the  G8-normalization procedure using  the G6 system  for 

evaluation purposes, consider again the intersection CC ∩ DD. For every article v in this set with citations 

dgv in cluster g in system G6, there exists a distinct article l in some cluster j with the same number of 

citations, i.e. cjl = dgv. The normalized score of this article according to the G6 system becomes d**gv = 

cjl/µj,  where µj is  the  mean  citation  in cluster j.  In  this  way,  we  construct an overall G8-normalized 
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citation distribution under the G6 system D**D** = ∪g {d**d**gg}. Since cjl/µj = c*jl, so that d**gv = c*jl, every 

article in D**D** belongs to C*C*. If there are some articles in the G8 system that belong to a small cluster 

with less than 250 articles in the G6 system, then the citation distribution D**D** is strictly contained in 

C*C*. In turn, since there are some articles in the G6 system that belong to a cluster with less than 250 

articles in the G8 system, we have D**D** ⊂ C*C* ⊂ D*D*, so that |D**D**| < |C*C*| = 3.4 million articles < |D*D*| 

= 3.6 million articles. Section 4 in Appendix I describes the construction of citation distribution D**D** in 

the numerical example. 

The green  line  in  Figure  2  represents  the expressions I(π)  for the  G8-based  normalization 

procedure when the G6 system is used for evaluation purposes, that is, for the organization of the data 

in terms of D**D** = ∪g {d**d**gg}. Since the green and the orange line intersect at some percentiles, the 

G8- and  the  G6-normalization  procedures  are  non-comparable  when  using  the  G6  system  for 

evaluation  purposes. However, since the  former  uniformly  dominates  the  latter  using  G8  as  the 

evaluation classification system, we conclude in the terminology of Li & Ruiz-Castillo (2013) that the 

G8-normalization  procedure  weakly  dominates  the  G6-normalization  procedure  according  to  the 

double test under the graphical approach. 

III.4. The numerical approach 

In the context of the G8 system, Crespo et al. (2013) propose a numerical estimate of the effect 

on  overall  citation  inequality, I(CC), that  can  be  attributed to  differences  in  production  and  citation 

practices  between the  3,332 clusters through a term denoted IDCP (Inequality  due  to Differences  in 

Citation Practices). It can be shown that I(CC) can be expressed as the sum of three terms, one of which 

is the IDCP term defined as follows: 

   IDCP = Σπ v v
π
 I(ππ)        (1) 
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where vv
π 
is the share of total citations received by articles in quantiles cc

ππ
jj for all j, so that Σπ vv

π 
= 1. 

Therefore, the term IDCP is a weighted average of the quantities I(ππ), with weights vv
π 
that add up to 

one. It  should  be  noted  that,  due  to  the  skewness  of  science, in  practical  applications the  weights vv
π
 

tend to increase dramatically with π. For assessing the relative effect on the overall citation inequality 

I(CC) attributed  to  the  differences  in  production  and  citation  practices  between  the  3,332  clusters  in 

system G8, we use the ratio  

   IDCP/I(CC).  (2) 

On the other hand, let IDCP* and IDCP(G6)* be the IDCP terms after applying the G8- and G6-

normalization procedures using the G8 system for evaluation purposes. Since I(C*C*) and I(C**C**) are the 

overall citation inequality after applying the two normalization procedures, their impact can be assessed 

by the ratios 

   IDCP*/I(C*C*),         (3) 

and 

   IDCP(G6)*/I(C**C**).        (4) 

In  order  to  compare  the  performance  of the  two  procedures it  is  convenient  to  measure  the  relative 

change in the IDCP term in both cases, namely, the ratios  

  [IDCP – IDCP*]/IDCP,   (5) 

and 

  [IDCP – IDCP(G6)*]/IDCP.   (6) 

The results for expressions (2) to (6) are presented in Table 3. 

Table 3 around here 
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Differences in production and citation practices between the 3,332 clusters in the G8 system are 

responsible  for  22.7%  of  overall  citation  inequality I(CC).  In  agreement  with  the graphical  approach 

(green versus blue  line  in  Figure  1),  the  G8-normalization  procedure considerably reduces  this 

percentage  to  4.6%. Instead,  the G6-normalization  procedure  using  the  G8  system  for  evaluation 

purposes  reduces  this  percentage  only  to 9.3%  (orange versus blue  line  in  Figure  1). For  comparison 

purposes, we observe that the G8- and G6-normalization procedures reduce the IDCP term by 83.4% 

and  64.3%, respectively, i.e.  the  former  clearly  dominates  the  latter  when  the  G8  system  is  used  for 

evaluation purposes. 

We now turn to the analysis of the effect on overall citation inequality that can be attributed to 

differences in production and citation practices between the 900 clusters in the G6 system, measured by 

a term denoted IDCP’.  If  we  let IDCP’* and IDCP(G8)’* measure the  effect  on  overall citation 

inequality attributed to  the  differences  in cluster citation distributions after applying  the G6- and the 

G8-normalization procedures using the G6 system for evaluation purposes, then expressions (2) to (4) 

become: 

   IDCP’/I(DD),  (7) 

   IDCP’*/I(D*D*),  (8) 

and   IDCP(G8)’*/I(D**D**),  (9) 

where I(DD), I(D*D*),  and I(D**D**)  are the overall  citation  inequality  before  and  after  applying  the  two 

normalization procedures. In turn, the relative change in the IDCP’ term in both cases is given by the 

ratios 

  [IDCP’ – IDCP’*]/IDCP’,   (10) 

  [IDCP’ – IDCP(G8)’*]/IDCP’.   (11) 

The results for expressions (7) to (11) are presented in Table 4. 

Table 4 around here 
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Differences in production and citation practices between the 900 clusters in the G6 system are 

now  responsible  for  17.0%  of  overall  citation  inequality I(DD) –an  amount  smaller  than  the 

corresponding  figure  in  the  case  of  3,332  clusters. Under  the G6 system,  the G6-normalization 

procedure considerably reduces this percentage to 3.49% (orange versus blue line in Figure 2), whereas 

the G8-normalization procedure reduces this percentage down to 3.45% (green versus blue line in Figure 

2). Finally, we observe that the G6- and G8-normalization procedures reduce the IDCP term by 82.1% 

and  83.6%,  i.e.  the latter barely dominates  the former when  the G6 system  is  used  for  evaluation 

purposes.  

We  conclude  that  the  G8-normaliation  procedure  dominates  the  G6-normaliation  procedure 

according to the double test under the numerical approach. 

III.5. Robustness analysis 

Ideally, for comparing two normalization procedures based in two different classification systems 

we should use a third, independent system, for evaluation purposes (Sirtes, 2012, and Waltman & Van 

Eck,  2013). As  originally  pointed  out  by  Zitt et  al. (2005)  in  the  context  of  classification  systems  at 

different aggregation levels, an outstanding article in a certain sub-field may get only a modest score in a 

larger field if the rest of articles in the latter has more generous referencing practices. Following Zitt et 

al. (2005), we consider the possibility of computing the set of the top X% most cited publications in 

every cluster in a pair of classification systems A and B. An article that belongs to the top X% in cluster 

j in system A may not belong to the top X% in cluster l in system B. The more often this is the case, 

the more different the two systems will be according to the X% criterion. To compare the WoS system 

with  systems  G8  and  G6  we  must  take  into  account  that  the  comparison  can  be  made  in  terms  of 

distinct or extended articles. The extension of the original method can be found in Appendix II. The 

results for the comparison between the WoS and the G8 systems and the WoS and the G6 systems for 

values of X equal to 50%, 10%, and 1% are presented in Tables 2.a and 2.b, respectively.  
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Table 2 around here 

Since the extended count is bigger, differences in terms of extended articles are always larger than 

differences in terms of distinct publications. Two points should be noted. Firstly, differences between 

the G8 and the WoS systems are somewhat larger for any X than differences between the G6 and the 

WoS systems. For example, the difference between the two first classification systems in the top 1% of 

most  cited  articles  is,  approximately,  50%. Secondly, at  least  in  the  upper  tails  of  clusters’  and 

categories’  citation  distributions,  the  systems  G6 and  G8  are  quite  different  from  the  WoS  system. 

Therefore,  we  suggest  comparing  the  G6- and  G8-normalization  procedures  using  the  WoS 

classification system for evaluation purposes. 

For later reference, let e*e*kk be the normalized extended citation distribution of category k, where 

the raw number of citations received by each article is divided by the mean citation in distribution eekk, 

say mk.  The  union E*E* = ∪k {e*e*kk} is  the  overall  WoS-normalized  citation  distribution. In  order  to 

assess the performance of the G8-normalization procedure when the WoS system is used for evaluation 

purposes, consider the intersection between CC and the set of distinct articles in EE. Consider an article u 

in this set with citations cju in cluster j in system G8. Assume, for example, that there are two articles v 

and w in categories l and h in the WoS system with this same number of citations, i.e. elv = ehw = cju. In 

this case, the distinct article with raw citations cju will give rise to two normalized articles according to 

the WoS system, say e**lv and e**hw. Since the mean citation in cluster j is µj, the two normalized articles 

become e**lv = e**hw = cju/µj. These  articles  will  be  included  in  the  extended  normalized  citation 

distributions e**e**ll and e**e**hh. In  this  way,  we  construct  a G8-normalized  overall  citation  distribution 

under the WoS system E** E** = ∪k {e**e**kk}. Note, however, that cju/µj = c*ju, so that e**jv = e*kv, and c**jw 

= e*hw.  Therefore, the  citation  distribution C*C* is  strictly  contained  in E**E**. On  the  other  hand,  since 

there are some articles in the WoS system that belong to a cluster with less than 250 articles in the G8 
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system, E**E** is strictly contained in E*E*. Therefore, we have |C*C*| = 3.4 million articles < |E**E**| < |E*E*| 

= 5.9 million articles. 

Finally,  in  order  to  assess the  performance  of  the  G6-normalization  procedure  when  the  WoS 

system is used for evaluation purposes, we proceed in a similar way. In other words, we construct a G6-

normalized overall citation distribution under the WoS system E*** E*** = ∪k {e***e***kk}. In this case, we 

have |D*D*| =  3.6  million  articles < |E***E***| < |E*E*| = 5.9  million  articles. Section 5 in Appendix I 

describes a simplified version of the WoS classification system in the numerical example, while Sections 

6 and 7 illustrate the construction of the E** E** and E*** E*** citation distributions. 

The  results  of  the  comparison  between  the G6- and  G8-normalization  procedures  under  the 

graphical approach using the WoS system for evaluation purposes are in Figure 3 (as before, Figure 3 

only  includes percentiles π in  the  interval [46,  100]).  The  expressions I(π) corresponding  to  the 

organization of the raw data according to EE = ∪k {eekk} are represented by the blue line in Figure 3. On 

the  other  hand,  the  orange  and  the  green  lines  represent  the  effect  of  the  G6- and  the  G8-

normalization procedures when the data is organized according to E***E*** = ∪k {e***e***kk} and E**E** = ∪k 

{e**e**kk}, respectively. Clearly, we conclude that the G8 system strictly dominates the G6 system under 

the graphical approach using the WoS classification system for evaluation purposes. 

Figure 3 around here 

We  now  turn  to  the robustness analysis under  the  numerical  approach.  The effect  on  overall 

citation inequality that can be attributed to differences in production and citation practices between the 

231 categories in the WoS system is measured by a term denoted IDCP’’. We use the ratio  

   IDCP’’/I(EE)  (12) 

for assessing the relative effect of IDCP’’ on the overall citation inequality I(EE). If we let IDCP(G8)’’* 

and IDCP(G6)’’* measure the  effect  on  overall citation inequality attributed to  the  differences  in 
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categories citation distributions after applying the G8- and the G6-normalization procedures using the 

WoS system for evaluation purposes, then the impact of the two procedures is given by the expressions 

   IDCP(G8)’’*/I(E**E**),  (13) 

and    

   IDCP(G6)’’*/I(E***E***),  (14) 

where I(E**E**),  and I(E***E***)  are  the overall  citation  inequality  after  applying  the  two  normalization 

procedures. In turn, the relative change in the IDCP’’ term in both cases is given by the ratios 

  [IDCP’’ – IDCP(G8)’’*]/IDCP’’   (15) 

and 

  [IDCP’’ – IDCP(G6)’’*]/IDCP’’.   (16) 

The results for expressions (12) to (16) are presented in Table 5. 

Table 5 around here 

Differences  in  production  and  citation  practices  between the 231  categories in  the  WoS 

classification  system are  now  responsible  for  15.4%  of  overall  citation  inequality I(EE). In  agreement 

with the graphical approach, the G6-normalization procedure considerably reduces this percentage to 

5.8%  (orange versus blue  line  in  Figure  3),  whereas  the  G8-normalization  procedure  reduces  this 

percentage down to 5.2% (green versus blue line in Figure 3). Finally, we observe that the G6- and G8-

normalization procedures reduce the IDCP term by 67.2% and 73.0%, i.e. the latter slightly dominates 

the former under the numerical approach when the WoS system is used for evaluation purposes.  

IV. THE COMPARISON BETWEEN THE G8 AND WoS CLASSIFICATION SYSTEMS 
 
IV.1. The graphical approach 

We  begin  by  assessing  the  performance  of  the  WoS-normalization  procedure  when  the  G8 

system is used for evaluation purposes. To do this, consider the intersection between CC and the set of 

distinct articles in EE. Note that for every distinct article u in this set receiving cju  citations in the cluster 
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citation  distribution ccjj,  there  must  be  one  or  more  articles  in  the original WoS  system  with  the  same 

number  of  citations.  Assume,  for  example,  that  there  are  two  articles v and w in  categories k and h, 

respectively, with ekv = ehw = cju. Since the mean citations in categories k and h are mk and mh, the two 

normalized articles according to the G8 system become c***jv = cju/mk and c***jw = cju/mh. Both of these 

articles will be included in the extended normalized citation distribution c***c***jj. In this way, we construct 

a  WoS-normalized  overall  citation  distribution under  the  G8  system C*** C*** = ∪j {c***c***jj}. Note, 

however,  that cju/mk = ekv/mk = e*kv and cju/mk = ehw/mh = e*hw,  so  that c***jv = e*kv,  and c***jw = e*hw. 

Therefore, every element in C***C*** belongs to the overall extended citation distribution E*E*. Since there 

are some articles in the WoS system whose corresponding distinct articles belong to a small cluster with 

less than 250 articles, the citation distribution C***C*** is strictly contained in E*E*, that is, C***C*** ⊂ E*E*. On 

the other hand, since for any distinct article in CC there might be two or more articles in the WoS the 

citation distribution C***C*** strictly contains C*C*, so that |CC| = 3.4 million articles < |C***C***| < |E*E*| = 5.9 

million articles. Section 8 in Appendix I illustrates the construction of citation distribution C***C*** in the 

example. 

The red  line  in  Figure  1  represents  the expressions I(π)  for the  WoS-based  normalization 

procedure when the G8 system is used for evaluation purposes, that is, for the organization of the data 

in  terms  of C***C*** = ∪j {c***c***jj}.  The  fact  that  the  red  line  is  above  the  green  line  indicates  that  the 

effect  of  the  WoS-based  normalization  procedure  in  reducing I(π)  at  every π is  not  as  strong  as  the 

effect of the G8-based normalization procedure. We say that the latter uniformly dominates the former 

using G8 as the evaluation classification system. 

Next, we must assess the performance of the G8- and the WoS-normalization procedures using 

the  WoS  system  for  evaluation  purposes.  To  assess  the  impact  of  the  WoS-based  normalization 

procedure  we  simply  observe  how  expressions I(π)  vary  when  we  compute  them  for  the  normalized 
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citation  distributions e*e*kk, k =  1,…,  231.  The  two  alternatives,  before  and  after  normalization, 

correspond to the blue and the red lines in Figure 3. It is observed that the impact of this normalization 

is very important: the red line is always clearly below the blue line for all π. In turn, as we have seen in 

Section  III.2,  the green  line  in  Figure  3 represents  the expressions I(π)  for the  G8-normalization 

procedure  when  the  WoS  system  is  used  for  evaluation  purposes,  that  is, for  the  organization  of  the 

data in terms of E**E** = ∪k {e**e**kk}. Since the red line is below the green line for all π, the effect of the 

WoS-normalization  procedure  in  reducing I(π)  at  every π is  stronger than  the  effect  of  the  G8-

normalization  procedure.  We  say  that  the  former  uniformly  dominates  the  later  using the WoS 

classification system for evaluation purposes. 

We  conclude  that,  in  terms  of  this  double  test,  the  two  normalization procedures  are  non-

comparable under the graphical approach. Nevertheless, insofar as in Figure 3 the distance between the 

green  and  the red  lines is  smaller  than  in  Figure 1,  we  may  say  that  the  G8-normalization  procedure 

performs better using the WoS system for evaluation purposes than the WoS-normalization procedure 

using the G8 system for evaluation purposes. 

IV.2. The numerical approach 

Let IDCP(WoS)* be  the IDCP term  after  applying  the  WoS-normalization  procedure  using  the 

G8 system for evaluation purposes. The impact of this procedure can be assessed by the ratio 

   IDCP(WoS)*/I(C***C***).       (17) 

For comparative purposes, we assess the performance of this procedure in terms of the relative change 

in the IDCP term, namely, the ratio  

  [IDCP – IDCP(WoS)*]/IDCP.   (18) 

The results for expressions (17) and (18) are presented in Table 5. 
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As  we  have  seen  in  Section  III.4,  differences  in  production  and  citation practices  between the 

3,332 clusters in system G8 are responsible for 22.7% of overall citation inequality I(CC), while the G8-

normalization procedure considerably reduces this percentage to 4.6%. Instead, the WoS-normalization 

procedure  using  the  G8  system  for  evaluation  purposes  reduces  this  percentage  only  to  13.6%  (red 

versus blue line in Figure 1). For comparison purposes, we observe that the G8- and WoS-normalization 

procedures  reduce  the IDCP term  by  83.4%  and  46.6%,  i.e.  the  former  clearly  dominates  the  latter 

when we use the G8 system for evaluation purposes. 

We now turn to the analysis of the effect on overall citation inequality that can be attributed to 

differences  in  production  and  citation  practices  between the  231 categories  in  the  WoS  system, 

measured by the term IDCP’’. If IDCP’’* measures the effect on overall citation inequality attributed to 

the differences in category citation distributions after applying the WoS-normalization procedure, then 

the impact of this procedure can be measured by the expression 

   IDCP’’*/I(E*E*),  (19) 

Whereas for comparative purposes the performance of this procedure can be assessed in terms of the 

relative change in the IDCP’’ term: 

  [IDCP’’ – IDCP’’*]/IDCP’’.   (20) 

The results for expressions (19) and (20) are presented in Table 5. 

According to expression (12) in Table 5, differences in production and citation practices between 

the 231 categories in the WoS system are now responsible for 15.4% of overall citation inequality I(EE). 

The role of the G8- and WoS-normalization procedures is reversed: the WoS-normalization procedure 

considerably  reduces  this  percentage  to  2.8%  (red versus blue  line  in  Figure  3),  whereas  the  G8-

normalization procedure reduces this percentage only to 5.2% (green versus blue line in Figure 3). On 

the  other  hand, the  WoS- and  G8-normalization  procedures  reduce  the IDCP term  by  84.0%  and 

73.0%, i.e. the former dominates the latter when the WoS system is used for evaluation purposes.  
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As in the graphical approach, we confirm that the superiority of the G8-normalization procedure 

over  the  WoS-normalization  procedure  using  the  G8  system  for  evaluation  purposes  under  the 

numerical  approach  (expressions  5  and  18  in  Table  3)  is  greater  than  the  superiority  of  the  WoS-

normalization  procedure  over  the  G8-normalization  procedure  using  the  WoS  system  for  evaluation 

purposes (expressions 20 and 15 in Table 5).3 

IV.3. Robustness analysis 

As we know, for  comparing  two  normalization  procedures  based  in  two  different  classification 

systems ideally we should use a third, independent system, for evaluation purposes. In our case, the G6 

system  cannot  be  considered  fully  independent  from  the  G8  system  because  both  have  been 

constructed  with  the  same algorithmic methodology.  However,  we  must  recall  that the  classification 

systems  in  Ruiz-Castillo  &  Waltman  (2015)  are  not  hierarchically linked:  by  fixing  the  resolution 

parameter at twelve different values, a sequence of independent classification systems is built, in each of 

which  the  same  set  of  publications  is  assigned  to  an  increasing  number  of  clusters. In  any  case, 

although differences  between  the  WoS  and  the  G6  systems (Table  2.b) are  greater  than differences 

between the G8 and the G6 systems (Table 2.c), the latter are by no means negligible.4 Consequently, 

we  believe  that it  is  useful  to  compare  the  G8- and  WoS-normalization  procedures  using  the  G6 

classification system for evaluation purposes. 

In order to assess the performance of the WoS-normalization procedure when the G6 system is 

used for evaluation purposes, consider the intersection between DD and the set of distinct articles in EE. 

For every distinct article u in this set receiving dgu  citations in the cluster citation distribution ddgg in the 

G6 system, there must be one or more articles in the WoS system with the same number of citations. 

                                                
3 Although the order of magnitude is smaller, the same result is obtained when we compare the G6 and the WoS systems: 
the  superiority  of  the  G6-normalization  procedure  over  the  WoS-normalization  procedure  using  the  G6  system  for 
evaluation purposes under the numerical approach (expressions 11 and 22 in Table 4) is greater than the superiority of the 
WoS-normalization  procedure  over  the  G6-normalization  procedure  using  the  WoS  system  for  evaluation  purposes 
(expressions 20 and 16 in Table 5). 
4 This is the same result obtained in Zitt et al. (2005) for a WoS dataset with five different aggregation levels. 
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Assume, for example, that there are two articles v and w in categories k and h with ekv = ehw = dgu. In this 

case, the distinct article with raw citations dgu will give rise to two normalized articles according to the 

WoS system, say d***gv and d***gw. Since the mean citations in categories k and h are mk and mh, the two 

normalized articles become d***gv = ekv/mk = e*kv and d***gw = ehw/mh = e*hw. Both of these articles will be 

included  in  the  extended  normalized  citation  distribution d***d***gg.  In  this  way,  we  construct  a  WoS-

normalized  overall  citation  distribution under  the  G6  system D*** D*** = ∪g {d***d***gg}.  The  citation 

distribution D***D*** is strictly contained in E*E*, and strictly contains D*D*, so that |DD| = 3.6 million articles 

< |D***D***| < |E*E*| = 5.9 million articles. Section 9 in Appendix I illustrates the construction of citation 

distribution D***D*** in the example. 

As  we  saw  in  Section  III.2, the  green  line  in  Figure  2 represents the  effect  of  the G8-

normalization procedure using the G6 system for evaluation purposes. In turn, the red line in Figure 2 

represents the effect of the WoS-normalization procedure using the G6 system for evaluation purposes, 

that  is,  when  the  data  is  organized  according  to D***D*** = ∪g {d***d***gg}.  The  fact  that  the  red  line  is 

always  above  the  green  line  in  Figure 2 indicates  that  the  G8-normalization  procedure  strongly 

dominates the WoS-normalization procedure when using G6 as the evaluation classification system. 

For  the  numerical  analysis,  the  impact  of  the  G8-normalization  procedure  is  measured  in 

expressions 9 and 10 in Table 4. As far the impact of the WoS-normalization procedure, consider the 

expressions 

   IDCP(WoS)*/I(D***D***).  (21) 

and 

  [IDCP – IDCP(WoS)*]/IDCP,   (22) 

included in Table 4. 
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As we saw in expression 7 in Table 4, differences in production and citation practices between 

the 900 clusters in the G6 system are responsible for 17.0% of overall citation inequality I(DD). The G8-

normalization  procedure  reduces  this  percentage  to  3.45%  (expression  9).  Instead,  the  WoS-

normalization  procedure  reduces  this percentage  only  to  8.5%  (expression  21).  For  comparison 

purposes, we observe that the G8- and WoS-normalization procedures reduce the IDCP term by 83.6% 

and 55.5% (expressions 10 and 22), i.e. under the numerical approach, the G8-normalization procedure 

dominates the WoS-normalization procedure when the G6 system is used for evaluation purposes.5 

V. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 

V.1. Aim of the paper 

Ideally, one would like to use classification systems in which the citation impact of articles in the 

same cluster is directly comparable. In other words, one would like to work with classification systems 

with a high degree of within-cluster homogeneity. However, as pointed out in Section III.1, the greater 

the  within-cluster  homogeneity  is,  the  greater  will  be  the  heterogeneity  across  clusters,  that  is,  the 

between-cluster differences in production and selection practices. Consequently, in this paper we have 

used a new criterion for choosing between a pair of classification systems: we should use system A over 

system  B  whenever  the  standard  normalization  procedure  based  on  system  A  performs  better 

according to the graphical and numerical approaches than the standard normalization procedure based 

on system B. The two approaches are based on a double test that uses both classification systems for 

evaluation  purposes.  In  addition,  a  pair  of  classification  systems  can  be  compared  using  a  third, 

independent classification system for evaluation purposes. 

These ideas have been applied in two cases: the choice between publication-level algorithmically 

constructed classification systems G6 and G8 with 900 and 3,332 clusters with at least 250 articles in a 

                                                
5 Although the order of magnitude of the differences is smaller, it is worth pointing out that the G6 system dominates the 
WoS system using the G8 system for evaluation purposes, both in the graphical approach (orange and red lines in Figure 1), 
and in the numerical approach (expressions 6 and 18 in Table 3). 
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four year publication period, and the choice of the winner in this contest, namely, system G8, and the 

WoS system consisting of 231 categories with at least 250 articles in the same period. 

V.3. Main results 

As expected, the greater the number of clusters/categories is, the greater is the effect on overall 

citation  inequality  attributable  to  differences  in  production  and  citation  practices  between 

clusters/categories. However, when the evaluation is done in terms of their own classification system, 

the standard normalization procedures based on the G6, G8, and WoS systems perform similarly well 

in  the  three  cases  (after  normalization the  corresponding IDCP terms  are  typically  reduced  by, 

approximately, 83%). When the comparison between normalization procedures recognizes that they are 

based on different systems, the main results are the following two. 

1. The  possibility  that  using  a  classification  system  for  evaluation  purposes  bias  the  analysis  in 

favor  of  the  normalization  procedure  based  in  this  system,  makes  very  difficult  to  conclude  that  one 

system-based  normalization  procedure  overcomes  another  according  to  the  double  tests in  the 

graphical  and  the  numerical  approaches. This  is  why  the  following  finding  is  remarkable:  system  G8 

dominates system G6 in the weak and the strong sense in the graphical and the numerical approach, 

respectively.6 In  addition,  when  the  WoS  system  is  used  for  evaluation  purposes,  the  G8  system 

graphically and numerically dominates system G6.  

These results have important practical consequences. Firstly, when we have a choice between two 

classification systems at different granularity levels, we should use the system at the higher level because 

it typically exhibits a better standard normalization performance when cluster mean citations are used as 

normalization factors. Secondly, the G6-normalization procedure has been found to perform well not 

only under the G6 system itself, but also when its performance is assessed using the G8 or the WoS 

systems for evaluation purposes (in which case it reduces the corresponding IDCP terms by 64.3% and 

                                                
6 This is exactly the same finding obtained in Li & Ruiz-Castillo (2013) when they compared two hierarchically nested WoS 
classification systems consisting of 219 subject categories and 19 broad fields. 
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67.2%,  respectively).  Therefore,  if  there  is  only  available  a  single  classification  system  at  an 

appropriately high granularity level, we should use it in the knowledge that the reduction of the effect 

on  overall  citation  inequality attributable to  differences  in  production  and  citation  practices –even  at 

higher granularity levels– is non-negligible. 

2. As Ruiz-Castillo & Waltman (2015) recognize, the choice of an adequate classification system 

constitutes  a  problem  for  which  there  is  no  perfect  solution:  all  options  involve  a  certain  degree  of 

arbitrariness in the way clusters are selected. Nevertheless, using a set of new gold standards –consisting 

of  articles  with at  least  100  references–, Klavans  &  Boyack  (2015) compare publication-level 

algorithmically  constructed  classification  systems  based  in  direct  citations à la Waltman  &  Van  Eck 

(2012) with six journal-level systems that do not include the WoS. They conclude that the former are 

more accurate than the latter in the sense that they are better at concentrating references. Furthermore, 

it can be argued that publication-level systems are better able to handle publications in multidisciplinary 

journals  and  in  other journals  with  a  broad  scope,  and  can  be  expected  to  offer  an  up-to-date 

representation of the structure of scientific fields (Ruiz-Castillo & Waltman, 2015). On the other hand, 

it  should  be  recognized  that  algorithmically  constructed  classification systems  at  sufficiently  high 

granularity  levels  pose  a  troublesome  labeling  problem  that,  in  certain  contexts,  may  limit  its 

applicability. 

In  this  context,  this  paper  has  compared  the  G8- and  WoS-based  standard  normalization 

procedures.  The  main  result  is that,  according  to  the  double  tests  in  the  graphical  and  the  numerical 

approaches, the two procedures are non-comparable. Nevertheless, according to both approaches, the 

G8-normalization procedure performs better using the WoS system for evaluation purposes than the 

WoS-normalization procedure using the G8 system for evaluation purposes. Furthermore, when we use 
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the  G6  system  for  evaluation  purposes, the  G8-normalization  procedure performs  better  than  the 

WoS-normalization procedure in the graphical and numerical sense.7 

We  conclude  that  these  options constitute  a  credible  alternative  to  the  WoS  system  and,  by 

extension, to other journal-based classification systems. Consequently, we celebrate the decision by the 

Centre  for  Science  and  Technology  Studies of adopting an  algorithmically  constructed  classification 

system of this type consisting of 3,822 clusters in the 2015 edition of the Leiden Ranking.  

V.2. Limitations and further research 

Before we finish, we must discuss the following three questions relating to the limitations of the 

approach followed in this paper.  

Firstly, we have focused on the possibility of choosing between classification systems depending 

on  the  performance  of  the  standard  normalization  procedures  based  on  each  of  the  two  contending 

systems.  However,  there  are  other  non-standard,  target  (cited-side)  normalization  procedures  whose 

performance  could  be  equally  tested  with  the  same  purpose (consider,  for  example, the  procedures 

studied in Li et al., 2013).  

Secondly, there are other approaches to the normalization problem for which the results of this 

paper are quite irrelevant. This is the case of source (or citing-side) normalization procedures in which 

citation weights are functions of the citing papers independently of any classification system (see inter 

alia Waltman &  Van  Eck, 2013,  and  the  references  cited  there).  On  the  other  hand, percentile  rank 

indicators  directly  incorporate  a  suitable  normalization  procedure  for  citation  counts  of  publications 

from different clusters or scientific sub-fields (see inter alia Bornmann & Marx, 2013, and the references 

cited  there). The  percentile  rank  approach  transforms  cluster  citation  distributions  in  a  way  that 

completely eliminates the effect on citation inequality of differences in production and citation practices 

                                                
7 As indicated in footnotes 3 and 5, although the order of magnitude of the differences is smaller the same conclusions are 
obtained in the comparison between the G6 and the WoS systems. 
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between  clusters.8 Similarly,  consider  the  evaluation  of  research  units  using a  high-impact  citation 

indicator defined  on  the  set  of  publications  with  citations  above  a  certain  high-impact  threshold. 

Assuming that the indicator is scale- and size-independent (where the size of a citation distribution is 

measured by its number of publications), a research unit’s performance in the all-sciences case can be 

evaluated using an appropriate weighted average of the unit’s citation impact in each cluster (Perianes-

Rodiguez  &  Ruiz-Castillo,  2015).  Insofar  as  this  evaluation  procedure  avoids  any  prior  cluster-

normalization, the results of this paper are also inapplicable in this case. 

Thirdly, it should be noted that both the percentile rank approach and the use of scale- and size-

independent high-impact indicators are still conditional on the classification system used. Consider, for 

example, the Top X% citation impact indicator of scientific excellence defined as the percentage of an 

institution’s scientific output included into the set formed by the X% of the most cited papers in every 

scientific cluster. Obviously, to compute this indicator we need a prior assignment of publications to 

clusters, i.e. a classification system. Ruiz-Castillo & Waltman (2015) studied the consequences of using 

the WoS and the G8 classification systems for the ranking of the 500 universities in the 2013 edition of 

the Leiden Ranking according to the Top 10% indicator. In this paper, we have seen that differences 

between these two classification systems in the top 10% most cited articles range from 25.2% to 33.6%. 

However, these differences range from 47.3% and 53.2% in the top 1% most cited articles (Table 2.a). 

Therefore, we expect that the choice between classification systems could have dramatic consequences 

for the ranking of research units when using high-impact indicators defined over the very upper tail of 

citation distributions. We leave this conjecture for further research.  

                                                
8 Consider, for example, the possibility in which all publications in a given scientific field are sorted out by citation numbers, 
and broken down into percentile ranks with values between 0 and 100. Since this procedure transforms every field citation 
distribution  into  a  uniform  distribution,  completely  eliminating  the  effect  on  citation  inequality  of  differences  in  citation 
practices  across  fields,  Li et  al. (2013)  call  it  a  “perfect  normalization”  procedure  that  they  use  as  a  reference  for  the 
assessment of other normalization procedures.  
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APPENDIX I 

A NUMERICAL EXAMPLE OF THE CITATION DISTRIBUTIONS DISCUSSED IN THE TEXT 
 

1. The G8 classification system 

Assume that there are eleven distinct articles classified in four clusters in the G8 system, say ccjj, j = 1, 2, 3, 4: 

  cc11 = (0, 3, 12)  with µ1 = 15/3 = 5, 

  cc22 = (1, 2, 6)  with µ2 = 9/3 = 3, 

  cc33 = (4, 8)  with µ3 = 12/2 = 6, 

  cc44 = (5, 7, 9)  with µ4 = 21/3 = 7. 

The overall citation distribution under the G8 system, C = C = ∪j {ccjj}, is the following: 

  CC = (0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 12). 

The normalized cluster distributions are: 

  c*c*11 = (0/µ1, 3/µ1, 12/µ1)  = (0, 3/5, 12/5), 

  c*c*22 = (1/µ2, 2/µ2, 6/µ2)  = (1/3, 2/3, 2), 

  c*c*33 = (4/µ3, 8/µ3)  = (2/3, 4/3), 

  c*c*44 = (5/µ4, 7/µ4, 9/µ4) = (5/7, 1, 9/7). 

The overall G8-normalized citation distribution under the G8 system, C*C* = ∪j {c*c*jj}, is the following: 

  C*C* = (0, 1/3, 3/5, 2/3, 2/3, 5/7, 1, 4/3, 9/7, 2, 12/5) 

with |C*C*| = |CC| = 11. 

2. The G6 classification system 

Assume that, in addition to the previous eleven distinct articles, there are two more articles with 0 and 11 citations in 

system G6. Assume also that the thirteen distinct articles are classified in two clusters, say ddgg, g = 1, 2: 

  dd11 = (0, 1, 2, 7, 9, 11)   with M1 = 30/6 = 5, 

  dd22 = (0, 3, 4, 5, 6, 8, 12)   with M 2 = 38/7. 

The overall citation distribution under the G6 system, D = D = ∪g {ddgg}, is the following: 

  DD = (0, 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 11, 12). 

The normalized cluster distributions are: 

  d*d*11 = (0/M1, 1/M1, 2/M1, 7/M1, 9/M1, 11/M1)  = (0, 1/5, 2/5, 7/5, 9/5, 11/5), 

    d*d*22 = (0/M2, 3/M2, 4/M2, 5/M2, 6/M2, 8/M2, 12/M2) =  
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   (0, 21/38, 14/19, 35/38, 21/19, 28/19, 42/19). 

The overall G6-normalized citation distribution under the G6 system, D*D* = ∪g {d*d*gg}, is the following: 

  D*D* = (0, 0, 1/5, 2/5, 21/38, 14/19, 35/38, 21/19, 7/5, 28/19, 9/5, 11/5, 42/19) 

with |D*D*| = |DD| = 13. 

3. The construction of the citation distribution C**C**  

In  the  construction  of  the  citation  distribution C** C** to  assess  the  G6-normalization  procedure  using  the G8 

classification system for evaluation purposes, the four cluster citation distributions c**c**jj are as follows:  

  c**  c**11 = (0, 3/M2, 12/M2) = (0, 21/38, 42/19), 

  c**c**22 = (1/M1, 2/M1, 6/M2) = (1/5, 2/5, 21/19), 

  c**c**33 = (4/M2, 8/M2) = (14/19, 28/19), 

  c**c**44 = (5/M2, 7/M1, 9/M1) = (35/38, 7/5, 9/5). 

The overall G6-normalized citation distribution under the G8 system, C**C** = ∪j {c**c**jj}, is the following: 

  C**C** = (0, 1/5, 2/5, 21/38, 14/19, 35/38, 21/19, 7/5, 28/19, 9/5, 42/19). 

Since there are two distinct articles in citation distribution D*D* that do not belong to C**C**, we have  |C**C**| = 11 < |D*D*| = 13. 

4. The construction of the citation distribution D**D**  

In  the  construction  of  the  citation  distribution D** D** to  assess  the  G8-normalization  procedure  using  the G6 

classification system for evaluation purposes, the two cluster citation distributions d**d**gg are as follows:  

  d**  d**11 = (0/µ1, 1/µ2, 2/µ2, 7/µ4, 9/µ4) = (0, 1/3, 2/3, 1, 9/7), 

  d**d**22 = (3/µ1, 4/µ3, 5/µ4, 6/µ2, 8/µ3, 12/µ1) = (3/5, 2/3, 5/7, 4/3, 2, 12/5). 

Since for each article in D there exists a distinct article in C, the overall G8-normalized citation distribution under the G6 

system, D** D** = ∪g {d**d**gg}, coincides with C*C*, so that 

  D**D** = (0, 1/3, 3/5, 2/3, 2/3, 5/7, 1, 4/3, 9/7, 2, 12/5) 

with |D**D**| = |C*C*| = 11 < |D*D*| = 13. 

5. The extended count in the example  

Assume  that  there  are  three  WoS  categories,  and  that  three  distinct  articles  in CC and DD are  assigned  to  several 

categories: the two articles with five and seven citations are assigned to the first and the third categories, while the article 

with  three  citations  is  assigned  to  the  three  categories.  We  assume  that  the  seventeen  articles  in  the extended  count  are 

distributed as follows:  
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  ee11 = (1, 3, 5, 7, 11)  with m1 = 27/5, 

  ee22 = (0, 0, 3, 4, 6, 8)  with m2 = 21/6, 

  ee33 = (2, 3, 5, 7, 9, 12)  with m3 = 38/6 = 19/3. 

The overall extended citation distribution under the WoS system, EE = ∪k {eekk}, is the following: 

  EE = (0, 0, 1, 2, 3, 3, 3, 4, 5, 5, 6, 7, 7, 8, 9, 11, 12) 

The normalized extended category citation distributions are: 

  e*e*11 = (1/m1, 3/m1, 5/m1, 7/m1, 11/m1) = (5/27, 15/27, 25/27, 35/27, 55/27), 

  e*e*22 = (0/m2,  0/m2, 3/m2, 4/m2, 6/m2, 8/m2) = (0, 0, 18/21, 24/21, 36/21, 48/21), 

  e*  e*33 = (2/m3, 3/m3, 5/m3, 7/m3, 9/m3, 12/m3) = (6/19, 9/19, 15/19, 21/19, 27/19, 36/19). 

The overall WoS-normalized citation distribution under the WoS system, E*E* = ∪k {e*e*kk}, is the following: 

  E*  E* = (0, 0, 9/19, 5/27, 15/27, 6/19, 18/21, 25/27, 21/19, 24/21, 35/27, 27/19, 15/9, 36/21, 36/19, 55/27, 48/21) 

with |E*E*| = |EE| = 17. 

6. The construction of the E** citation distribution  

In  the  construction  of  the  citation  distribution E** E** to  assess  the  G8-normalization  procedure  using  the  WoS 

classification system for evaluation purposes, the three category citation distributions e**e**kk are as follows:  

  e**  e**11 = (1/µ2, 3/µ1, 5/µ4, 7/µ4) = (1/3, 3/5, 5/7, 1), 

  e**e**22 = (0/µ1, 3/µ1, 4/µ3, 6/µ2, 8/µ3) = (0, 3/5, 2/3, 4/3, 2), 

  e**e**33 = (2/µ2, 3/µ1, 5/µ4, 7/µ4, 9/µ4, 12/µ1) = (3/5, 2/3, 5/7, 1, 9/7, 12/5). 

The extended overall G8-normalized citation distribution under the WoS system, E**E** ∪k {e**e**kk}, becomes 

  E**E** = (0, 1/3, 3/5, 3/5, 3/5, 2/3, 2/3, 5/7, 5/7, 1, 1, 4/3, 9/7, 2, 12/5). 

Since there are two distinct articles in citation distribution E*E* that do not belong to E**E**, we have |E**E**| = 15 < |E*E*| = 17. 

7. The construction of the E*** citation distribution  

In  the  construction  of  the  citation  distribution E*** E*** to  assess  the  G6-normalization  procedure  using  the  WoS 

classification system for evaluation purposes, the three category citation distributions e***e***kk are as follows:  

  e***e***11 = (1/M1, 3/M2, 5/M2, 7/M1, 11/M1) = (1/5, 21/38, 35/38, 7/5, 11/5), 

  e***e***22 = (0/M1, 0/M2, 3/M2, 4/M2, 6/M2, 8/M2) = (0, 0, 21/38, 28/38, 21/19, 28/19), 

e***e***33 = (2/M2, 3/M2, 5/M2, 7/M1, 9/M1, 12/M2) = (2/19, 21/38, 35/38, 7/5, 9/5, 42/19), 

The extended overall G6-normalized citation distribution under the WoS system, E***E*** ∪k {e***e***kk}, becomes 
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 E***E*** =  (0,  0,  1/5,  2/5,  21/38,  21/38,  21/38, 14/19,  35/38,  35/38, 21/19,  7/5,  7/5,  28/19,  9/5,  11/5, 

42/19). 

Since for any distinct article in citation distribution E*E* there exists a distinct article in D*D*, we have |E***E***| = |D*D*| = |E*E*| = 

17. 

8. The construction of the C*** citation distribution  

In  the  construction  of  the  citation  distribution C*** C*** to  assess  the WoS-normalization  procedure  using  the G8 

classification system for evaluation purposes, the four cluster citation distributions c***c***jj are as follows:  

  c***  c***11 = (0, 3/m1, 3/m2, 3/m3, 12/m3) = (0, 9/19, 15/27, 18/21, 36/19), 

  c***c***22 = (1/m1, 2/m3, 6/m2) = (5/27, 6/19, 36/21), 

  c***c***33 = (4/m2, 8/m2) = (24/21, 16/7), 

  c***c***44 = (5/m1, 5/m3, 7/m1, 7/m3, 9/m3) = (25/27, 15/19, 21/19, 35/27, 27/19). 

The overall WoS-normalized citation distribution under the G8 system, C***C*** = ∪j {c***c***jj}, is the following: 

     C***C*** = (0, 9/19, 5/27, 15/27, 6/19, 15/19, 18/21, 25/27, 21/19, 24/21, 35/27, 27/19, 12/7, 36/19, 16/7). 

Since there are two distinct articles in citation distribution E*E* that do not belong to C***C***, we have |C***C***| = 15 < |E*E*| = 

17. 

9. The construction of the D*** citation distribution  

Finally, in the construction of the citation distribution D*** D*** to assess the WoS-normalization procedure using the 

G6 classification system for evaluation purposes, the two cluster citation distributions d***d***gg are as follows:  

  d***  d***11 = (0/m2, 1/m1, 2/m3, 7/m1, 7/m3, 9/m3, 11/m1) = (0, 5/27, 6/19, 35/27, 21/19, 27/19, 55/27), 

  d***d***22 = (0/m2, 3/m1, 3/m2, 3/m3, 4/m2, 5/m1, 5/m3, 6/m2, 8/m2, 12/m3) = (0, 15/27, 18/21, 9/19, 24/21, 

25/27, 15/19, 36/21, 48/21, 36/19). 

Since  for  any  article  in  citation  distribution EE there  exists  a  distinct  article  in  citation  distribution DD,  the  overall WoS-

normalized citation distribution under the G6 system, D***D*** = ∪j {d***d***jj}, coincides with E*E*, so that 

    D**D**** = (0, 0, 9/19, 5/27, 15/27, 6/19, 18/21, 25/27, 21/19, 24/21, 35/27, 27/19, 15/9, 36/21, 36/19, 55/27, 48/21) 

with |D***D***| = |E*E*| = 17. 
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APPENDIX II 

A METHOD TO EVALUATE THE DIFFERENCES BETWEEN A PAIR OF CLASSIFICATION SYSTEMS 

Let xxjj, xxgg, and xxkk be the sets of the top X% most cited articles in cluster citation distributions ccjj and ccgg, and category 

citation distribution eekk. Denote the union of these sets by XX
G8G8 = ∪j {xxjj}, XX

G6G6 = ∪g {xxgg}, and XX
WoSWoS = ∪k {xxkk}. There are 

two  ways  of  comparing  the  WoS  system  with  systems  G8  or  G6:  in  terms  of  distinct  articles,  or  in  terms  of  extended 

articles.  Let  us  begin  by  defining  the  set XXWoSWoS(D)  of  distinct  articles  in XXWoSWoS.  We  can  now  form  the  following  two 

intersections of distinct articles: 

 XXW8W8(D) = XXWoSWoS(D) ∩ XXG8   G8    

and 

 XXW6W6(D) = XXWoSWoS(D) ∩ XXG6G6. 

The difference between the top X% most cited articles in the G8 and WoS systems can be measured by the percentage that 

the articles in XXG8 G8 – XXW8W8(D) represent in XXG8G8. Similarly, the difference between the top X% most cited articles in the G6 

and WoS systems can be measured by the percentage that the articles in XXG6 G6 – XXW6W6(D) represent in XXG6G6. The results for 

these two expressions are presented in Tables 2.a and 2.b under the heading “Difference in distinct articles”. 

On the other hand, let XXG6G6(E) and XXG8G8(E) be the sets of extended articles in XXG6G6 and XXG8G8. We can now form the 

following two intersections of extended articles: 

 XXW8W8(E) = XXWoS WoS ∩ XXG8G8(E)   

and 

 XXW6W6(E) = XXWoS WoS ∩ XXG6G6(E). 

The difference between the top X% most cited articles in the G8 and WoS systems can be measured by the percentage that 

the articles in XXWoSWoS – XXW8W8(E) represents in XXWoSWoS. Similarly, the difference between the top X% most cited articles in the G6 

and WoS systems can be measured by the percentage that the articles in X XWoSWoS – XXW6W6(E) represents in XXWoSWoS. The results for 

these two expressions are presented in Tables 2.a and 2.b under the heading “Difference in extended articles”. 

For the comparison between the G6 and G8 systems, let XX68 68 be the set of distinct articles common to both systems, 

namely, let XX6868 = XXG6 G6 ∩ XXG8G8. There are two ways of measuring the difference between the top X% most cited articles in 

both systems: through the percentage that the articles in XXG8 G8 – XX6868 represent in XXG8G8, and through the percentage that the 

articles in XXG6 G6 – XX6868 represent in XXG6G6. The results for these two expressions are presented under the headings “Difference 

in terms of the G8 system” and “Difference in terms of the G6 system” in Table 2.c. 
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Table 1. Percentage distribution of articles in the WoS system by the number of subject categories to which 
they are assigned 
 

 

Number of 

categories 

            Distinct    

articles 
         %   

      Articles in the extended 

count 
           %   

1 1,982,353 54.8 1,982,353 33.3 

2 1,084,414 30.0 2,168,828 36.5 

3 429,765 11.9 1,289,295 21.7 

4 94,135 2.6 376,540 6.3 

5 15,151 0.4 75,755 1.3 

6 8,627 0.2 51,762 0.9 

Total 3,614,445 100 5,944,533 100 
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Table 2a. Differences in % between the top most cited articles in the G8 and WoS classification systems 

 

 
Most cited articles 

               Top 50%                Top 10%                Top 1% 

V. Difference in distinct articles  

 
   9.2%   25.2%   47.3% 

VI. Difference in extended articles    15.6%   33.6%   53.2% 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

 

Table 2b. Differences in % between the top most cited articles in the G6 and WoS classification systems 

 

 
Most cited articles 

 Top 50%                   Top 10%                Top 1% 

III. Difference in distinct articles     8.5%   21.7%   40.1% 

IV. Difference in extended articles    11.0%   27.6%   47.8% 

 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

Table 2c. Differences in % between the top most cited articles in the G6 and G8 classification systems 

 

 
Most cited articles 

                Top 50%               Top 10%                Top 1% 

I. Difference in terms of the G6 system   12.3%  22.2%  33.2% 

II. Difference in terms of the G8 system    8.3%   18.9%   32.4% 

 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
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Table  3.  The  impact  of  the  G8-,  G6-,  and  WoS-normalization  procedures  using  the  G8  classification  system  for  evaluation 

purposes 

 

 

 

Overall citation inequality due to 

differences in citation practices, raw data 

Overall citation inequality due to differences in citation practices after 

normalization 

 According to G8:  According to G6: According to WoS: 

IDCP/I(C)  IDCP*/I(C*) IDCP(G6)*/I(C**) IDCP(WoS)*/I(C***) 

22.7% 4.6% 9.3% 13.6% 

Expressions:            (2)                      (3) (4) (17) 

    

    

Impact of the G8-normalization 

procedure 
Impact of the G6-normalization procedure Impact of the WoS-normalization procedure 

[IDCP – IDCP*]/IDCP [IDCP – IDCP(G6)*]/IDCP [IDCP – IDCP(WoS)*]/IDCP 

83.4% 64.3% 46.6% 

 

Expressions:                        (5)        (6)             (18) 

 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
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Table 4. The impact of the G8-, G6-, and WoS-normalization procedures using the G6 classification system for evaluation 

purposes 

 

 

 

Overall citation inequality due to 

differences in citation practices, raw data 

Overall citation inequality due to differences in citation practices after 

normalization 

According to G6: According to G8: According to WoS: 

IDCP’/I(D) IDCP’*/I(D*) IDCP(G8)’*/I(D**) IDCP(WoS)’*/I(D***) 

17.0% 3.49% 3.45% 8.5% 

Expressions:            (7)                      (8) (9) (21) 

    

    

Impact of the G8-normalization 

procedure 
Impact of the G6-normalization procedure Impact of the WoS-normalization procedure 

[IDCP’ – IDCP(G8)’*]/IDCP’ [IDCP’ – IDCP’*]/IDCP’ [IDCP’ – IDCP(WoS)’*]/IDCP’ 

83.6% 82.1% 55.5% 

 

Expressions:                       (10)                     (11)              (22) 

 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
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Table 5. The impact of the G8-, G6-, and WoS-normalization procedures using the WoS classification system for evaluation 

purposes 

 

 

 

 

Overall citation inequality due to 

differences in citation practices, raw data 

Overall citation inequality due to differences in citation practices after 

normalization 

According to G8: According to G6: According to WoS: 

IDCP’’/I(E) IDCP(G8)’’*/I(E**) IDCP(G6)’’*/I(E***) IDCP’’*/I(E*) 

15.4% 5.2% 5.81% 2.8% 

Expressions:           (12)                      (13) (14) (19) 

    

    

Impact of the G8-normalization 

procedure 
Impact of the G6-normalization procedure Impact of the WoS-normalization procedure 

[IDCP’’ – IDCP(G8)’’*]/IDCP’’ [IDCP’’ – IDCP(G6)’’*]/IDCP’’ [IDCP’’ – IDCP’’*]/IDCP’’ 

73.0% 67.2% 84.0% 

 

Expressions:                       (15)                     (16)                            (20) 

 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
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Figure 1. II(ππ) terms for percentiles in the interval [46, 100] before and after normalization using the 
G8 classification system for evaluation purposes 
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Figure 2. II(ππ) terms for percentiles in the interval [46, 100] before and after normalization using the 
G6 classification system for evaluation purposes 
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Figure 3. II(ππ) terms for percentiles in the interval [46, 100] before and after normalization using the 
WoS classification system for evaluation purposes 
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